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DEFINITION

Over the last three decades, the role of medical imaging has extended from diagnosis to include more interventions. So, there is a need for standardized infection prevention and control (IPC) guidelines, particularly in interventional radiology (IR).

KEY ISSUES

- The scope of work of radiologists has expanded to include other procedures, including ultrasonography (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and IR.
- Due to the costly and immovable equipment and, usually, the limited number of radiologists, the service is usually provided in one center, which facilitates acquisition of health care associated infections.
- Usually, there is a shortage of knowledge and skills concerning issues of asepsis and antisepsis among radiology department (RD) workers.¹
- Support staffs and technologists, particularly those working outside the RD, are not usually the target of IPC interventions.
- With globalization, there is greater hazard of exposure to infectious diseases such as coronavirus, mainly if infected patients are not diagnosed on time. It is to be emphasized that during incubation period coronavirus could be transmitted as well.
- Radiology rooms are used for both inpatients and outpatients, which often leads to contamination of surfaces, apparatuses, and equipment.
- Portable radiology units usually are contaminated and represent vehicles of microorganisms’ transmission.
- Adhesive tape (markers), ² and lead aprons can be colonized, and serve as reservoirs for infection.³
• Filmcards used in radiation therapy become contaminated through direct and indirect contact and are a potential source of cross-infection.\(^4\)

• CT area. The automatic injectors,\(^5\) used for intravenous (IV) fluid administration of the contrast agent and saline flush for Multidetector CT (MDCT) have been highlighted as a potential IPC risk. Staffs are urged to perform contrast-enhanced CT more rapidly and to reduce intervals between scans to increase the throughput of patients. Syringes and other disposables are usually shared between patients to minimize set up time, thus creating contamination hazards. It is worth mentioning that catheter related blood stream infections (CRBSI) are highly associated with this kind of interventions with IV fluids (refer to ISID’s Guide to Infection Control in the Healthcare Setting; Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections- Bundles in Infection Prevention and Safety).

• **Magnetic resonance imaging.** The machine bore is the most common source of infection mainly because it is difficult to access and is usually overlooked during routine decontamination.\(^1\)

• **Waiting areas.** Prolonged exposure of patients and accompanying family members, especially in a suboptimal ventilated setting, raises an inevitable possibility of infection transmission, particularly in the context of the outbreaks of highly contagious diseases like COVID 19.\(^6\)

• **Ready rooms.** The surfaces and devices used in these rooms can serve as source of pathogenic organisms, e. g., illuminated venipuncture assist device (Vein finder).\(^7\)
- **Workstations** used by physicians and technologists to capture, edit, and save images can be contaminated with even higher levels of microbial organisms than adjacent toilet seats and doorknobs.\(^8\)

- **Ultrasonography.** Diagnostic medical sonography is a multi-specialty profession comprised of abdominal sonography, breast sonography, cardiac sonography, obstetrics/gynecology sonography, pediatric sonography, phlebology sonography, vascular technology/sonography, and other emerging clinical areas. Common US procedures and transducer/probe types are classified into non-critical, semi-critical and critical: \(^9\)
  1. Non-critical; used on healthy skin
  2. Semi-critical; endocavitary procedures (vagina, rectum, esophagus) contact with mucous membranes or non-intact skin or a device that contacts mucous membranes or non-intact skin
  3. Critical; intraoperative, examinations of immunocompromized and all ages of critically-ill patients

- **Interventional radiology.** Interventional radiologists perform various imaging-guided minimally invasive procedures. These procedures may pose IPC concerns applicable to many other procedures performed outside the radiology unit.\(^10\)

**KNOWN FACTS**

- An Italian study reported that 41.7% of X-ray tubes and 91.7% of control panels and imaging plates in the RD imaging rooms were contaminated.\(^11,12\) X-ray machines mostly carry Gram-negative organisms, especially *Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Acinetobacter baumannii*.\(^13\) These organisms can
strongly adhere to devices’ plastic and metal components and can survive for more than two weeks.\textsuperscript{14} Poor environmental control leads to accumulation of soil which are easily contaminated with Bacillus species.\textsuperscript{15} In one study, MRI machines were found to be more prone to MRSA colonization.\textsuperscript{16}

- Survival rate of bacteria is high on adhesive tapes (markers).\textsuperscript{2} Lead aprons become contaminated mainly in the front because they are regularly engulfed in exudate, blood, bodily discharge, and surgical debris/residue.\textsuperscript{3} Bacilli, diphtheroids and fungal spores are usually found on almost 92% of radiological markers and on lead aprons.\textsuperscript{2}

- Suboptimal decontamination protocols in the RD have been documented in many reports.\textsuperscript{8,13}

\textbf{Table 1.} Microorganisms that can be transmitted by radiology procedures. This list is not in-depth, and many organisms may be transmitted through several routes.\textsuperscript{17}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct contact</th>
<th>Indirect contact</th>
<th>Droplet</th>
<th>Airborne</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
- If successfully trained, RD healthcare workers (HCWs) have the ability to break the chain of infections.\textsuperscript{15}

**Ultrasound**

- Recent studies have documented the prevalence of bacterial contamination on ultrasound probes, cords and keyboards. Once any surface is colonized, pathogens can survive for very long periods. Post-contamination survival will be even longer with coexistent organic material.\textsuperscript{19}
- Transducer covers are not generally used. If used, the Spaulding Classification should not be altered since they may have microperforations and they can tear.\textsuperscript{20}
- US gel can become contaminated due to poor quality and faulty use and storage. Gel heating encourages microorganisms’ growth. Recently, contaminated US gel has been reported as one of the most common sources for outbreaks caused by *Burkholderia cepacia*.\textsuperscript{21-25} It may also be tainted with other organisms of importance to HAI.\textsuperscript{26-30}
- Failure to follow sound IPC practices with contaminated transducers, or covers have been associated with infection outbreaks. *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*,\textsuperscript{31,32} and other microorganisms may be incriminated.\textsuperscript{33,34} transmission of HCV by ultrasonic procedures has been reported.\textsuperscript{35} Although rare, it could be of importance in countries where HCV in endemic like Egypt, Georgia and others.\textsuperscript{36}

**Computed tomography**
• Frequent handling of automatic injectors while the system is assembled and refilled increases the risk of contamination of tubes and syringes. Even single or multiple uses of syringes/injection systems under routine clinical conditions constitute infection hazards.\(^5\) It is worth mentioning that the syringes, disposable tubes, and connectors of CT injectors are approved for a single use only as stated by Regulatory Authorities.\(^37\)

• Warming of contrast and saline syringes to 37°C by the injector to reduce viscosity and facilitate administration provides optimal conditions for organism reproduction.

• Iodinated and gadolinium-based contrast agents can be contaminated due to improper storage and multiple dosages from the same vial.\(^38\)

**Interventional radiology**

• To guide the required level of decontamination, vascular intervention procedures are categorized as clean and clean-contaminated, whereas nonvascular interventions are categorized as clean, clean-contaminated and dirty.

• Insertion site infection after an interventional procedure is one of the major causes of HCAIs in IR. In the NICU, the incidence of such infections is 4.3/100 interventional procedures.\(^39\)

**SUGGESTED PRACTICE**

**Waiting Area**

1. Regular and frequent environmental cleaning; at least thrice a day at fixed times and whenever required. Terminal disinfection is done using household bleach containing 5000 ppm available chlorine. Remove spillage
of blood/organic materials first by solution containing 10,000 ppm available chlorine.  

2. Adequate ventilation. Air should move to the inside related to adjacent area, minimum air changes of outdoor air per hour is 2, minimum total air change per hour is 12 and all air is to be exhausted directly to outdoors.  

3. Reduce the patient’s stay in the waiting area as much as possible.

### Sterilization and disinfection of RD equipment

- Strict adherence to hand hygiene procedures refer to ISID’s *Guide to Infection Control in the Healthcare Setting; Hand Hygiene*  
- Clean X-ray equipment, cassettes, and all other equipment with alcohol wipes and or chlorhexidine-based disinfectant between examinations.  
- Cover surfaces coming into direct contact with patients, with a disposable sheet [MRI Non-Magnetic Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC)] that is changed between patients.  
- Use wipes and alcohol gel (70% alcohol) for decontamination of radiographic markers. Specific attention is required for ribbon markers; the most difficult to decontaminate.  
- Disinfect MRI machine by 500–2000 mg/L chlorine-containing disinfectant. If it is not resistant to corrosion, wipe and disinfect with 2% double-chain quaternary ammonium salt or 75% ethanol twice or more daily. Use a disposable disinfectant wipe for cleaning and disinfection of one complete step. Disinfect at any time when there are visible pollutants, the disposable wipe shall be used first to remove the pollutants, followed by routine disinfection. Pay attention to disinfection time, most products need to be allowed to sit for 5-10 minutes. Due to difficult access to pores, it is recommended to spray the disinfectant thoroughly into them.  
- Use radiation therapy filmcards for a single patient. Properly dispose of after each use.
• CT. Use syringe, tube, and connector of the automatic injectors for only one patient. Regular unannounced evaluations of the hygiene of the CT department are recommended.\(^37\)

• Radiology Department/Service Personnel
  1. Adequate staff resources.\(^45\)
  2. Provide vaccinations against preventable diseases.
  3. Provide adequate training in IPC.
  4. Develop, emphasize, monitor, and evaluate hand hygiene protocols.\(^46\)
  5. Provide adequate supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) and educate personnel on proper use.

Ultrasound
• The entire ultrasound unit must be considered a potential source of infection.

Table 2. Transducer processing according to Spaulding Classification.\(^20\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transducer category</th>
<th>Decontamination required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-critical</td>
<td>- Low-level disinfection after thorough cleaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- A multi-use gel bottle is the least preferred option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-critical</td>
<td>High-level disinfection after thorough cleaning. If not possible, use the maximum possible disinfection, then use sterile cover and sterile gel (A single-use packet is preferable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do not use a multi-use gel bottle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Sterilization after thorough cleaning. If not possible, use high-level disinfection, then use sterile cover and sterile gel (A single-use packet is preferable). Do not reuse once opened, either with other patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Determine the expected Spaulding category before starting the procedure. When it is difficult to anticipate, apply the higher category.
• For safe use of ultrasound gel\textsuperscript{47}

1. Ensure gel and containers are physically intact and have not exceeded the expiry date.
2. It is preferred to use a single-use gel bottle. However, it is expensive. If used discard unused portions immediately after examination of each patient.
3. If using a multi-use gel bottle,
   o Ensure the tip of the bottle does not come in contact with anything.
   o Discard after use in an isolation precaution setting.
   o Use a dispensing device for filling.
   o Label the bottle with the date of refilling, discard after one week or when physically soiled

• Use dry heat to warm gel, keeping bottles upright in warmers.
• Immediately discard transducer cover if damaged during procedure, consequently Spaulding Classification may need to be altered.

**Interventional radiology**

• The IR suite is to be considered a “very high-risk area.”\textsuperscript{48}

• Use antibiotic prophylaxis appropriately.\textsuperscript{49-51}

• For clean and clean-contaminated procedures an absolute sterile technique should be followed. Contaminated and dirty procedures sterile technique is preferred. At the very least a clean environment with sterile instrumentation should be available.\textsuperscript{52}

• Recommendations to prevent CRBSI (refer to ISID’s Guide to Infection Control in the Healthcare Setting; Central Line Associated Bloodstream Infections- Bundles in Infection Prevention and Safety).
SUGGESTED PRACTICE IN UNDER-RESOURCED SETTINGS

• To ensure the facility has the capability to adequately clean and reprocess the US transducers. The manufacturer’s Instructions for Use (IFU) should be reviewed before purchasing.

• Implementation of IPC policies and procedures in IR rooms is challenging. The equipment is generally used for twelve or more hours every day. Moreover, some of the devices may be on loan, or simply “borrowed” from other parts of the hospital. It is crucial to provide adequate supply of PPE and hand hygiene requirements and train personnel in following Isolation Precautions.

• Adopt a modified Spaulding Classification for use and reprocessing of US probes. Classify into non-critical (non-invasive) if contacting intact skin only, so requiring low level disinfection, and critical (invasive). Critical probes are those coming in contact with mucous membranes, and body fluids or used for intraoperative procedures. The rationale is that US-assisted invasive procedures range from minimal invasive fine needle aspirations to endoscopic and intraoperative. When assessing the risk of infection transmission, all these procedures breach the intact skin or mucous membranes. Taking transmission of infection during acupuncture as an example, contact of the transducer with infected materials cannot be excluded during US-assisted punctures. Consequently, any US-assisted invasive procedure or any procedure potentially causing micro-trauma to the skin or mucous membranes has to be categorized as critical. The “semi-critical” category of the Spaulding Classification describing devices that are in contact with intact mucous membranes of non-sterile body sites such as the vagina needs to be omitted. That is because the integrity of these mucous membranes
cannot be ensured, and possibility of micro-trauma can never be excluded. The generally accepted recommendations for disinfection are similar to those for critical procedures. This modification is important in the context of the suboptimal work environment in LMICs, figures, 1. A, B, C.
Ultrasound transducer on intact skin surface
No contact with body fluids, no skin disease/known transmissible infections

Thorough cleaning of transducer: remove all gel with soap and running water OR detergent wipes, to expose to the disinfectants. Dry paper is not recommended as it is less effective and may scratch transducer surfaces.

Drying of transducer: avoids dilution of subsequently applied disinfectants which lessens/abolishes their action.

Low Level Disinfection of US transducer: use wipes, foam or other approved substances with antibacterial, antiviral and antifungal properties compatible with transducer surface.

Allows sufficient time for the disinfectant to attain maximum effect.

Drying of transducer

Ultrasound transducer (with protective cover) in contact with:
- Mucous membranes (all endo-cavity US)
- Any body fluids (all US guided interventional procedures including infected/broken skin and wounds)

Careful removal of protective sheath: avoid additional transducer contamination.

Thorough cleaning of transducer
- Soap and running water/ detergent wipes.
- Dry paper is not recommended.

Drying of transducer: avoid diluting subsequently applied disinfectants.

High level disinfection with the approved hospital disinfectant according to the manufacturers’ recommendations.

Allow sufficient time for the disinfectant to attain maximum effect.

Drying of transducer

Figure 1. A. Ultrasound equipment decontamination, adapted from Nyhsen, et al.53
Transducer covers are an integral part of IPC to reduce soiling of the transducer.

Obligatory
All endo-cavity US including trans-vaginal, trans-rectal, trans-oesophageal, trans-bronchial US

Choice of cover
- Sterile vs non-sterile
- Always be strictly single use

Obligatory for:
All US-procedures where transducers may be in contact with body fluids. This includes all major and minor interventional procedures as well as injections, fine needle aspirations and the use of US transducers on infected/broken skin

Any invasive procedures (breach of skin or mucosal layers) require single use sterile transducer covers

For all non-invasive examinations including endo-cavity ultrasound, single use sterile covers are recommended but not essential

Ultrasound transducer in contact with normal skin surface. No skin pathologies such as eczema, wounds, infections

Single use bottles are strongly advised (rather than refill bottles). Once opened, gel bottles should be used within a short period of time and ideally discarded at the end of the working day. Bottles should not be warmed for longer than absolutely necessary.

Ultrasound transducer (with protective cover) in contact with:
- Mucous membranes (all endo-cavity US)
- Any body fluids (all US guided interventional procedures including injections, tissue sampling, use in theatre)
- Infected/broken skin and wounds

Use of sterile gel is strongly advised outside as well as inside transducer covers due to high reported transducer cover perforation rates and possible porosity. A new sachet should be opened for every patient but the same sachet can be used for gel inside and outside the probe cover

Figure 130. Decontamination procedures, adapted Nyhse, et al.⁵³

Figure 131. Decontamination procedures adapted from Nyhse, et al.⁵³
Infection Prevention and Control in the Radiology Department/Service in the COVID 19 Era

- Imaging examination is important in the diagnosis of COVID 19. Radiology HCWs have a high occupational infection risk like those in ICUs and dedicated COVID wards.\(^\text{54}\)
- When developing IPC guidelines, consider that diagnostic/therapeutic services for suspected/confirmed COVID cases may be provided by existing hospitals among other services delivered, or by standing alone/isolation facilities dedicated only for COVID cases.

- For the first case, the followings are important:
  1. Formulating protocols for receiving patients from outside or from other hospital departments and transfer to RD.
  2. Establishing “clean” and “contaminated” zones, with dedicated transfer routes and separate CT scanners. In this context, the “contaminated” zone would refer to areas traversed by suspected or confirmed cases of COVID-19. If it is logistically challenging, radiological procedures can be performed for COVID-19 confirmed/suspected cases in batches, within pre-specified timeslots. This is usually conducted at the end of the day after which the radiology space should be thoroughly cleaned.

- For both cases
  1. Ensure the availability of hand hygiene requirements
  2. Provide adequate supply of PPE
  3. Insist on wearing masks, performing hand hygiene, and proper use of other PPE.
  4. Provide firm training and supervision in knowledge and skills of IPC.
  5. Remotely control or keep 1 m distance from patients.\(^\text{44}\)
  6. Clean and disinfect medical equipment, contaminated articles, surfaces and floors.
7. The surface of the CT equipment should be immediately decontaminated after the patient’s examination with solutions containing 5000-10,000 ppm available chlorine.  
8. Emphasize environmental ventilation of examination rooms and if possible, disinfect air by hydrogen peroxide.  
9. Waiting areas.  
   a. It is suggested to create a separate entry for waiting area  
   b. When available, the use of open areas is encouraged.  
   c. Minimize, as much as possible, gathering of patients with other patients, and family members in closed RD waiting rooms.  
   d. Regular environmental cleaning including the toilet e.g. twice/day with more frequent cleaning of high-touch surfaces.  
   e. Adequate ventilation in the waiting area. Naturally ventilated with good air flow or if air-conditioned, 6-air-change/hour is suggested.  

- For providing radiation therapy, optimizing facility utilization and personnel workload can help to improve appointment compliance. Active patient flow management can help Radiation Oncologists to continue and initiate treatments safely, instead of cancelling indicated therapies.  

**CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES**  

**Ultrasound**  
- Because of the sensitivity of the transducer’s materials and electronics to some reprocessing techniques, gaps may exist in the ability to perform the desired method of reprocessing. Therefore, users should recognize that optimum practices will evolve over time based on new research.  

**Interventional radiology**
• Insertion site infection after an interventional procedure is one of the major causes of HCAIs in IR. Use of antibiotic is recommended but their effectiveness is still unknown.
• There is a general lack of published randomized controlled studies on the subject concerning mandatory recommendations during IR. A physician may deviate from provided guidelines, as necessitated by the individual patient and available resources. Adherence to available recommendations will not assure a successful outcome in every situation.

SUMMARY

The objectives of this chapter is to highlight the importance of IPC in activities related to the RD and to provide applicable recommendations. At the very beginning, good basic hygiene standards are crucial. All equipment, devices and instruments should be easily decontaminated and must be approved prior to use. All items coming in direct patient contact must be properly reprocessed in the way rendering it safe for the intended use. Currently, the importance of the RD has been emphasized with the emergence and spread of COVID-19. The close and frequent contact of radiographers with patients during radiological workflow have placed radiographers at a great infection risk. Key management and IPC procedure during the outbreak have been outlined.
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